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QUESTION: 89
You are deploying a UCS chassis. While referencing the Logical Configuration Survey, you
need to complete the initial setup using the CLI. What information is required? (Choose three.)

A. NTP settings
B. system configuration type
C. system name
D. default domain
E. syslog information

Answer: B, C, D

QUESTION: 90
Click the Exhibit button.

To successfully upgrade a UCS platform, you need to determine the leadership roles of the
fabric interconnects. Referring to the exhibit, where would you look for this information?

A. Local Storage Information
B. Access
C. High Availability Details
D. Management Interfaces

Answer: C

QUESTION: 91
Your client requires a UCS backup for disaster recovery purposes. Which UCS backup type is
used in this situation?

A. Full State
B. All Configuration
C. Logical Configuration
D. System Configuration

Answer: A

QUESTION: 92
Your client requires a UCS backup to be used to populate user names, roles, and locales in a
new UCS. Which UCS backup type is used in this situation?

A. Full State
B. All Configuration
C. Logical Configuration
D. System Configuration

Answer: D

QUESTION: 93
You are deploying a Vblock System 200 and must configure the CIMC NIC. Which VCE
recommended setting should you use?

A. Shared LOM
B. Cisco Card
C. Dedicated
D. Shared LOM Extended

Answer: C

QUESTION: 94
You are deploying multiple Cisco UCS chassis and the UCS manager fails to discover a
chassis. What is the problem?

A. There is a power supply unplugged in one of the chassis causing a fault.
B. There are too many uplinks connected to the fabric interconnect(s).
C. The chassis discovery policy is set with more links than what is physically connected.
D. There are no blades in the chassis you are trying to discover.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 95
After physically moving blades from one chassis to another chassis, you notice errors
indicating there are non- existent blades in the configuration. What would you do to resolve
these errors?

A. Perform server maintenance and remove the non-existent servers.
B. Re-acknowledge the chassis reporting the non-existent servers.
C. Reset the CIMC for each of the non-existent servers.
D. Re-acknowledge the server slot in the chassis

Answer: A

QUESTION: 96
You are configuring a Cisco UCS using the initial setup wizard. Which three components
require a static IP? (Choose three.)

A. fabric interconnect A

B. console management IP
C. virtual management IP
D. fabric interconnect B
E. CIMC management port

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 97
After arriving onsite for the deployment of the Vblock System 340, the customer informs you
that the IP addresses and VLAN provided in the LCS are inand must be changed. After
changing the cluster and fabric interconnect IP addresses, you are no longer able to access the
KVM of the blades from outside the Vblock System 340. Which additional IP address changes
must be made to restore connectivity?

A. eth adapter KVM policy
B. chassis connectivity policy
C. ext-mgmt IP pool
D. server KVM IP pool

Answer: C

QUESTION: 98
While using the UCSM, you decide to decommission a UCS chassis. Where would you
monitor the decommissioning process?

A. Events
B. Finite State Machine
C. system manager
D. syslog server events

Answer: B

QUESTION: 99
Your client requires a UCS backup to be used to import system and logical configuration
settings in a new UCS. Which UCS backup type is used in this situation?

A. Full State
B. All Configuration
C. Logical Configuration
D. System Configuration

Answer: B
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